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EDITION will be a joint effort between Modern Luxury and Roc Nation. Image credit: Modern Luxury Media

 
By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

Modern Luxury Media, one of the leading publishers of regional magazines, is  partnering with entertainment
company Roc Nation to launch a new brand and multimedia platform for underserved affluent readers.

T itled Edition by Modern Luxury, stylized as EDITION all capitalized, the new "multi-platform portal" will celebrate
diverse talent in the world of luxury. Roc Nation was cofounded by Shawn "Jay-Z" Carter, the influential
entrepreneur, rapper and record producer behind Champagne brand Armand de Brignac and the upscale sports
lounge chain, The 40/40 Club.

"Modern Luxury Media has built a legacy of being the premier media company in building brands in luxury that drive
influential and aspirational content," said Desiree Perez, cofounder/CEO of Roc Nation, in a statement.

"We couldn't think of a better partner to launch Edition and provide a platform to amplify the voices of a powerful
community," she said.

New EDITION
The new platform is set to launch this winter, with Isoul H. Harris as editor in chief. He will work closely with
Modern Luxury and Roc Nation's executive vice president of strategy and communications, Jana Fleishman.

Mr. Harris was formerly the editor in chief of Uptown, a national magazine specializing in coverage of affluent
Black lifestyles and celebrity. He has also produced lifestyle content and experiential programming for brands
including Morgan Stanley and American Express Platinum.

"With Edition, we have a unique opportunity to define what luxury means now, and also challenge how the world
perceives and understands culture," Mr. Harris said in a statement. "I am beyond excited to help shape a visionary
platform that understands the aspirational significance of exploring creativity in the luxury space."
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A post shared by Isoul Hussein Harris (@isoulharris)

Edition will be a true multimedia endeavor

Edition will span print, digital, social and experiential activations. Hidden tokens embedded throughout issues will
allow consumers to access bonus content and in-depth audio and video storytelling.

The title will fill an important need, as luxury publications have historically lacked diverse coverage.

Modern Luxury's involvement also reinforces the publisher's recent community-oriented efforts.

Last year, Modern Luxury dropped The Hope Issue as a special tribute to the national and local heroes who are at the
forefront of fighting the COVID-19 coronavirus crisis.

Modern Luxury pledged to donate 100 percent of profits from The Hope Issue to the Feeding America COVID-19
Response Fund. The company also offered $1 million in media support across its print and digital channels (see
story).

"This past year we have doubled down on a community-driven approach in order to fulfill our responsibility of
creating new opportunities in the luxury space," said Michael Dickey, CEO of Modern Luxury Media, in a statement.

"Our partnership with Roc Nation to launch Edition marks a pivotal evolution within the industry," he said. "We are
thrilled to bring on Isoul Harris to join Edition and ensure that we are bringing the mission to life with integrity,
accountability and creativity."
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